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The one thing that would be most useful about this bundle, or at least would be most useful, would
be for Nintendo to make good on their promise to never allow this kind of listing again. Because even

this bundle has a greater assortment than the snes/genesis offerings combined! I had to tell other
people to go to the store before they bought it, as they assumed it'd be included. If it was included
and the store sold it, the Nintendo Store is a nicer retailer than most, and they should do the right
thing and include it, especially with their class systems like the one-and-two set that includes a TV
and GameCube. It's not like they are being greedy with the price either, just like they aren't being
greedy with those eight highly publicized remakes in the same price point. 1) Sony, please, this is

your chance to show Nintendo how it is done. Implement the gamepads, make a regular Sega Mega
Drive, add an SD card slot, maybe a USB, add a proper cartridge loading system (eg from cart to

port/system), allow SD card backups (or installable SD card content), add online or Ethernet , allow
game/cartridge swapping, allow a save file to be copied to a system other than the one it was

created on, keep both the original cartridge and the digital game's file intact for people who want
both, sell a set of TV-out, component and composite adapters, use the same old, half-broken region-

free digital copy system, provide a firmware tool for used games (not including pirated ones) and
provide a place where people can upload their original store-like, connected save files to play

emulated games online, make the initial list of titles self-contained within an online service, sell it
with a full 4-in-1 NES, SNES, Master System and GB Collection, provide disc images for the original

carts for those that don't want to use an emulator, offer a fully supported and multi-region emulated
PS2 and add a slimline, full-featured Switch when it's (probably) released, make the eShop a

platform you can actually buy physical games from instead of a cheap and ubiquitous shopping
portal, sell HD/4K games, allow group purchasing, provide powerglove support for the Dreamcast

controllers and your own extended controller options, make an online multiplayer service accessible
by attaching two controllers (plug and play), add HD or 4K support, offer a fully authenticated/always-
on cloud service for games and emulate all services back to the 80s... (I could go on but what are the

chances this will happen?)
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In all seriousness, the most popular streaming service Netflix doesn't have half as many titles as
Nintendo's Virtual Console. It's a great service but the catalogues are tiny compared to what

Nintendo offers. As an aside, Netflix is a great service, they're one of the only companies to really
make me feel like their prices are transparent: they don't run their video streams over a third party
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wire and suddenly their prices go up if I watched non-Netflix content. But it's a great service that you
have to pay extra for. We made a judgement call. Three of the four games are entirely original (with

the fourth doing a remix of a remake) and that was simply not enough to justify a $60 price tag.
Given the initial demand, we decided to forego the Nintendo eShop version and do a straight port

that would be just as strong if not stronger. There's no way I can justify spending that much on
Zelda, which sells for $20, when there's two terrific alternatives to play. Easiest response: Most of

the sales are Video game consoles, not game systems. And Game system sales are tracked through
the Media sales. Has been this way for a long time now, so the only argument here is copying Sony.
Also, why did you mention a few GameCube games? GameCube games were NEVER sold through VC
as I verified recently. Do you believe this is a mistake by Nintendo, or are you just making numbers
up? Nintendo has just been lazy in its approach to game support. They are still catching up to how
things are done elsewhere. They also have a reluctance to have greater support for less popular
systems. If they had made the VC service available earlier, perhaps we would have more games
supported more readily (but would have needed to disable cartridge lock to do so). 5ec8ef588b
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